The nucleoprotein (NP) is one of the main determinants of species specificity of influenza A viruses. Using 25 NP sequences we have constructed evolutionary trees by the strict-parsimony procedure of Fitch (197 1) . In contrast to the evolutionarygene tree, the tree based on amino acid sequences unravels remarkable differences between avian and human NPs, differences which are best explained by a strong differential selection pressure on the human NPs. It is speculated that this selection pressure is caused by a change of the host and the (T-cell) immune response. A cautious extrapolation of the tree suggests that the human influenza A virus NPs evolved -150 years ago from an avian ancestor. Furthermore, the ancestral relation between the NPs of influenza A, B, and C viruses was analyzed.
The influenza A virus has a genome consisting of eight RNA segments. Its NP gene seems to play the major role in host range: (1) Rescue of NP ts mutants of fowl plague virus (H7N1, FPV) in chicken cells is possible by avian but not by human H3N2 strains. However, the formation of FPV reassortants with the NP gene of the human Hong Kong virus (H3N2) can easily be achieved in dog kidney cells. These FPV reassortants with the Hong Kong NP do not multiply in chicken cells and are nonpathogenic for chickens (Scholtissek et al. 1978 . Replacement of the other FPV genes by those of the human Hong Kong virus leads to FPV reassortants that replicate well in chicken cells (Scholtissek et al. 1976) . Thus, by specific replacement of the NP gene the host range has been changed. (2) This view is strengthened by the observation that the sole replacement of the NP gene of a human influenza A strain by the NP gene of an avian virus is sufficient for an efficient attenuation of the human virus for monkeys (Snyder et al. 1987) .
In nature, avian influenza A viruses do not spread in the human population, and human viruses do not spread in birds. In the laboratory, however, ducks can become infected artificially by human H3N2 viruses. These viruses induce relatively high antibody titers in the birds, but the viruses are not excreted. In contrast, ducks infected with duck H3N2 viruses induce only very low antibody titers and excrete these viruses , which in this way can spread in the duck population.
The NP genes-and not other genes-are responsible for keeping the two large separately evolving reservoirs of influenza A viruses-that in humans and that in water birds (Hinshaw and Webster 1982; Kawaoka et al. 1988 )-apart. Therefore it was of interest to search for a common ancestor of these viruses. Furthermore, we wanted to know to what extent the NPs of influenza B and C viruses were related to the NP of influenza A viruses. A thorough comparison of sequences of the NPs of many strains should give an answer.
The sequences of many NP genes of influenza A viruses have been determined (Winter and Fields 198 1; Huddleston and Brownlee 1982; van Rumpuy et al. 1982; Tomley and Roditi 1984; Steuler et al. 1985; Buckler-White and Murphy 1986; Reinhardt and Scholtissek 1988; Altmiiller et al. 1989; Gammelin et al. 1989; Li et al. 1989; Mandler and Scholtissek 1989) . Those NP sequences not listed in these references were obtained by the methods described by Harley et al. ( 1989) Londo et al. 1983) , B/Ann Arbor/l/86 (B/AA/86; Rota 1989), and C/California/78 (C/Ca1/78; Nakada et al. 1984) .
Evolutionary trees were constructed by means of the parsimony methods of Fitch (197 1) and Fitch and Farris (1974) . More details are given in the legends to figures 1 and 2.
The top panel of figure 1 shows a phylogenetic tree based on the complete sequences of 25 NP genes of influenza A viruses belonging to different glycoprotein (H and N) subtypes and isolated from different species at different times. Two main branches can be differentiated, one including one pig and all human and the other one including all avian strains, another pig virus, and the mink isolate. Two minor branches consist of the two equine strains. This observation is consistent with Bean's ( 1984) classification of the NP genes according to his hybridization data. Apart from the human portion of the tree, there is not the obvious correlation between year of isolation and genetic relatedness that has been found with strictly human influenza viruses isolated in consecutive years (with the exception of the reappearance of the H 1 N 1 strains in 1977) (Raymond et al. 1983 (Raymond et al. , 1986 Buonagurio et al. 1986; Altmiiller et al. 1989) . The failure of correlation between year of isolation and position at the upper (avian) part of the tree is difficult to explain. The heterogeneity in species with different rates of replication might play a role. For example, the NPs of NT 60 and SW 6 ( fig. 1, top) are closest related, although they were isolated 8 years apart. Furthermore, the geographic distribution of animals might be an important factor. Thus, the mallard duck strain from the United States is relatively different from the other avian strains. A similar observation on low genetic mixing between avian influenza viruses of different geographic regions was made concerning the P protein genes (von Hoyningen-Huene and Scholtissek 1983) and H4 genes (Donis et al. 1989 ). This could indicate that the flight routes of migratory birds play an important role in the distribution of influenza virus genes.
When a phylogenetic tree of the 25 NPs was constructed at the level of amino acid sequences, a somewhat different picture emerged ( fig. 2 ). There are some minor differences in that the California 78 strain is now closer to the Texas 77 than to the Hong Kong 83 isolate. Furthermore, the classical swine virus from 193 1 now clusters with both SW 127 from 1982 and swine Italy from 198 1. There are also some minor differences concerning the avian branch. The human side of the protein tree (lower half of fig. 2 ) extends rightward just as the nucleic acid tree did. However, the horsebird side of the tree (upper half of fig. 2 ) simply does not show the same type of extension. The topology of the protein and nucleic acid tree is essentially the same, but the bird sequences are behaving very strangely. All seven other sequences above Ma1 78 and FPV 34 descend from a common ancestor identical in sequence to that of duck Bavaria 77, including virus N 49. Thus seven amino acid sequences of strains isolated between 1949 and 1984 (35 years) would all appear to have evolved very little and nearly independently from the same sequence. The nucleic acid tree ( fig. 1, top) demonstrates this is not so (i.e., they did not evolve independently and they did mutate as fast as the lower half-but mainly for silent substitutions). The swine group also seems to be slowly evolving compared with the human branch. One explanation for this perseverance of viral protein structure might be that the structure of the NP is optimal and that there is no selection pressure. However, it is the more remarkable in that the human sequences behave differently. Therefore a plausible and important explanation to resolve these differences would be that, in contrast to the avian NPs, the human NPs are under a strong selection pressure. There must be a memory concerning the selection pressure, since the development is unidirectional. It might be speculated that this selection pressure is caused by changing the host and/or by the immune defense of the host, possibly by T-cell receptor/class I MHC recognition (Townsend et al. 1986 ). Nonvirulent avian influenza viruses are enterotropic. Therefore there is no significant immune response and thus no selection pressure. (Chicken infected with pantropic fowl plague viruses do not survive an infection, and pigs kept in farms seldom survive longer than a year.) This differential selection pressure is consistent with the divergence of the NPs into two subtypes (Gammelin et al. 1989) , which results in the incompatibility of the NPs during reassortment and ensuing species specificity.
A cautious calculation from the phylogenetic tree of figure 2 suggests the common ancestor of the human and animal influenza A virus NPs might have existed only -150 years ago: if we assume that the avian NP has reached its optimum and is no longer under a selection pressure, we can take the duck Bavaria 77 isolate as prototype strain. The WSN strain isolated in 1933 from a human exhibits 25 amino acid replacements when compared with DBAV 77, while the human Hong Kong isolate from 1983 (HK5) has 40 replacements. The replacements of the NPs of all the other human strains, including the A/Ann Arbor/6/60 (H2N2) strain from 1960 (Cox et al. 1988 ) and the A/Kiev/59/79 (H 1Nl) strain from 1979 (Beklemishe et al. 1986 ), fall on a straight line. A linear-regression analysis (least-square method) of the year of isolation versus the amino acid differences of the human isolates in respect to DBAV 77 extrapolates the common ancestor to the year 1837. Around this time the common ancestor should have existed, if it is assumed that the mutation rate in the first 100 years was the same as during the final 50 years.
According to the bottom panel of figure 1 , influenza B and C viruses, after a corresponding alignment (Nakada et al. 1984) , have a common root with influenza A viruses. Influenza B and-apart from a rare isolation from pigs (Guo et al. 1983 )-influenza C viruses were found only in humans. These viruses might have emerged also from an avian influenza A ancestor a correspondingly long time ago and, by the selection pressure specific for humans, might have developed finally their own type.
Although influenza is known from medieval times, the rate of evolution appears sufficiently great and the human and avian sequences appear sufficiently close that it is likely that a xenologous exchange (interspecies NP gene transfer) has been occurring slowly for some time. In this context an observation of some kind of "biological evolution" of human H 1 N 1 strains might be significant. All human H 1 N 1 strains up to the USSR/77 strain are able to rescue the FPV-NP ts mutants in chicken embryo cells, although at a much lower frequency than do avian strains, while all later H 1 N 1 isolates, including the Brazil/78 strain, cannot (Altmtiller et al. 1989 ). This would imply that, from time to time, whole branches of human influenza A virus NPs reconstitute their own type. The other viral genes-the gene products of which have to Fitch and Farris (1974) , which obtains the most parsimonious tree in terms of nucleotide substitutions by back-translating the changed amino acids into ambiguous codons. The tree is shown unrooted because the three major lineages (humans, swine, and others) are of nearly equal depth (the greater depth of the human lineage is the result of a process discussed in the text). Numbers on the branches are the number of nucleotide substitutions in the interval, averaged over ah possible ways of distributing the 203 substitutions. Horizontal lengths are proportional to the number of substitutions on the branches. Strain designations are identical to those in the top panel of fig. 1 . The five avian (or groups of avian) descendants from the ancestor that are 11.8 substitutions from the "root" can be resolved into 120 different, equally parsimonious, strictly bifurcating trees. intimately cooperate, directly or indirectly, with the NP, [as, e.g., does the nonstructural protein NSl (Scholtissek and Spring 1982) ]-have to coevolve correspondingly (Buonagurio et al. 1986 ). A new NP gene then becomes reimplanted again from an animal reservoir, giving rise to a strain highly attenuated for humans (Snyder et al. 1987 ) with a lag phase in virulence reminiscent of the antigenic shift and slowly adapting to the new host. Such a mechanism cannot apply to influenza B viruses, since for the B type no animal reservoir is known. The evolution of other influenza A virus genes, especially the development of the various subtypes of the viral glycoproteins, presumably follows somewhat different rules, although the principal mechanism might be the same.
